Automatically Grading the Use of Language in Learner Summaries
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Abstract: A summary is a short clear description that gives the main facts or ideas about something. Summaries are widely used in traditional teaching as an educational diagnostic strategy to infer comprehension, or how much information from text is retained in memory. From its early beginning Computer Supported Learning Systems research has faced open-ended learners’ response evaluation. Global summary grading includes partial discourse assessment on relevant issues such as coherence, cohesion, comprehension, adequacy and use of language. This paper describes the procedure followed searching for the best available approach to model the use of language grading of learner summaries written in Basque language.
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Introduction

In educational contexts, a summary contains the main ideas which learners recall from text. Thus, summaries are widely used in traditional teaching as an educational diagnostic strategy to infer comprehension, or how much information from reading text is retained in memory [1-3]. Broadly speaking, there are two ways to approach learning diagnosis: close-ended and open-ended. The close-ended evaluation (multiple choice test, ordering exercises, etc.) has the advantage of being countable, assures the possibility of objective assessment and makes possible accurate computation. Therefore, it has been most widely used in Computer Supported Learning Systems (CSLSs) for learning evaluation. But, the close-ended mode also involves a greater probability of scoring by chance and restricts the freedom and richness of learner responses. Open-ended evaluation assesses free text. This assessment mode, although less accurate, has also been present in Artificial Intelligence and education since the very early works in Socratic dialog systems [4-8]. By using free text learners have the freedom to write anything and can construct their own answer. Therefore, it is more likely to obtain a better approximation to real learners’ knowledge in open-ended modes. However, automatic evaluation in open-ended modes is complex and has to face uncertainty. Still, new developments in Natural Language Processing (NLP) allowed a rebirth with a variety of open-ended approaches in various applications: dialogue systems [9-12], feedback in narratives [13], etc. The work presented in this paper has been carried out in the context of an automatic summary grading environment, LEA [14]. Relevant variables identified when producing a summarisation environment are: text related (text type, text present/absent, theme and text length), discourse related (adequacy, coherence, cohesion, use of language and comprehension), learner related (learner level and learner’s prior knowledge) and aid tools (dictionaries, spell and grammar check, etc.). The above variables have been identified after a deep analysis of both summary grading and human summary grading performance to model their criteria [15].

In the context of this work, global summary grading decisions are gained by means of a Bayesian Network model based on discourse measures on cohesion, coherence, comprehension, adequacy and use of language as independent measures [15].
Comprehension and coherence are modelled based on Latent Semantic Analysis [16] and cohesion, adequacy and use of language are computed based on surface measures gathered from tagged text and statistical analysis. The present study describes the procedure followed searching for the best available approach to model use of language grading of learner summaries written in Basque language. The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the premises in use of language and error detection. Section 2 analyses how automatic measures predict use of language by means of a multiple linear regression model. Section 3 presents a validation experiment which takes a corpus based approach to analyse how sensitive the model is discriminating use of language in different maturity summaries. Finally, Section 4 presents conclusions and future work.

1. Grading use of language

Grades in use of language have been computed based on error diagnosis and error relevance measurement. Cassany [17] states the relevance of the amount of orthographic, syntactic and lexical errors for use of language grading purposes. In addition, he proposes a grading scheme based on the amount of errors diagnosed in use of language. Cassany weights the presence of those errors considering the next 0 to 5 grading scheme: 0 errors 5 points, 1-3 errors 4 points, 4-6 errors 3 points, 7-10 errors 2 points, 11-15 errors 1 point, more than 16 errors 0 points. This grading scheme will be taken into account in automatic Basque error measures. Lexical error diagnosis has been measured using an orthography check tool for Basque [18] and an error diagnosis tagger available through text parsing [19]: X1 Basque spell-checker, X2 Basque spell-checker + lexicon, X3 Basque spell-checker + lexicon + rubric, X4 Basque spell-checker+lexicon checker proportion, X5 Error tagger, X6 ErrorTagg+rubric, X7, ErrorTagg proportion. In addition, use of language has also been graded using measures on structure and shallow punctuation error diagnosis: X8 average sentence per paragraph, X9 number of paragraphs, X10 number of sentences, X11 average words per sentence, X12 average comma per sentence, X13 metrics on how single comma measures deviate from the central word mean tendency per sentence, X14 excessive use of commas and X15 amount of commas.

2. Use of language grading model

2.1 Procedure

17 human experts were asked to grade use of language on a 1 to 10 scale on 17 summaries written in Basque. The summaries had previously been gathered from university students, second language learners (L2) and primary and secondary school pupils (17x17 grades). The goal was to obtain a wide range of different scenarios involving use of language in summarisation. Each grader evaluated every summary gaining an agreement of $r = 0.75$ and $p < 0.05$. The task for expert graders consisted on reading the text based on which the summaries were written, read each summary and produce global grades on use of language. Automatically computed use of language measures were compared to graders’ mean scores.

2.2 Results

A multiple linear regression analysis was run to observe which of the previously described measures could best predict human use of language grading. The best predictive model was obtained with error tagging (X5) and excessive use of commas (X14) as predictors, significantly disambiguating more than half of the total grading variance ($R^2 = 0.51$, $F(2, 13) = 6.964$, $p = 0.008796$), a large effect size $f^2 = 0.71$ [21] and post hoc power $1-\beta=0.8013$. 
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Error tagging (ETG) showed a $\beta_1 = -0.44$ $t = -3.33$ and $p = 0.0054$ and excessive use of commas ($UC_i$) showed a $\beta_2 = -0.45$ $t = -1.92$ and $p = 0.077$. Therefore, the use of language grades, $Grade_i$, is obtained based on the equation:

$$Grade_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 ETG_i + \beta_2 UC_i + \epsilon_i$$

### 2.3 Discussion

Among the available methods two of the variables were most salient predicting more than half of the total variances involved in grading use of language. However, the method shows still ambiguity which has not been resolved by $Grade_i$. Authors believe that including error diagnosis methods such as subject-verb agreement diagnosis, grammar check, a more in depth orthography check and anaphora resolution could help to obtain better prediction measures. It might also allow further corpus based grammar error detection possibilities (e. g. [20]). Nonetheless, in comparison to humans, $Grade_i$ has been capable to gain what is considered a large effect size in Behavioural Sciences [21].

### 3. Learner Summary Corpus

From the psychological point of view, a key issue in summary assessment is the difference between a poor and a good summary. Many researchers in this area make a clear distinction between immature and mature summarisers. But, how do we identify a mature or an immature summary? Garner [2] distinguishes between low-efficient and high-efficient summarisers. She argues that high-efficient summarisers recognise true information that does not appear in the source text in a higher proportion than low efficient summarisers. Therefore, immature summarisers’ difficulties are mainly related to comprehension and remembering. Students have great difficulties differentiating super-ordinate from subordinate information [22]. Language proficiency is a relevant point that can make the difference between a mature and an immature summary. For instance, second language (L2) summarisers are faced with comprehension failure and lack of grammar and lexicon knowledge that summarisers do not have in their first language. Although the final result is similar to a monolingual immature summariser’s the reasons behind have shown to be different [23-24]. Overall deficits were that relevant information was less well selected; a less efficient language processing and the poorer role of language on summarisation and recall. Based on these premises, authors expected that the $Grade_i$ measure should be able to significantly discriminate between first language (L1) summarisers and L2 learners. Then, L2 learners should obtain significantly lower use of language error grade than L1 learners. On the other hand, considering differences found in overall summarisation assessment between mature and immature summarisers, differences might also appear in use of language grading.

#### 3.1 Procedure

A corpus was developed distinguishing summarisation expertise and language proficiency. The corpus (Learner summary corpus) was compound by a total of 37 summaries −14 L2 learner summaries (7029 words), 11 primary and secondary education learner summaries (934 words) and 12 university student summaries (4762 words). Finally, all the summaries were automatically processed to gain $Grade_i$. 
3.2 Results

A one way analysis of variance was run with the aim to observe if Gradei measures were capable to discriminate summariser writing maturity levels. The Gradei method identified significant *use of language* differences between the three different summariser maturity groups; $F(2, 34) = 20.509$ and $p < 0.001$, post hoc power 1-$\beta$=0.99. In order to observe the specific maturity level differences, a Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) post hoc mean comparison analysis was applied. Significant differences in *use of language* grades were found between L2 and L1 summaries. L2 learners showed significantly ($p < 0.001$) lower measures than primary and secondary, Hedge’s $g = 2.44$, and university learners, Hedge’s $g = 1.79$. No significant differences were found between L1 summaries; however, a medium effect size [21] Hedge’s $g = 0.65$ was found.

3.3 Discussion

*Gradei* was capable to discriminate summary maturity differences in *use of language*. There was a clear differentiation between L1 and L2 learners, which is consistent with [23-24]. Nonetheless, differences between mature (university students) and immature summarisers (primary and secondary education) were not found to be significant in this data. Still, the obtained medium effect size shows that there are differences in lexical error and orthography between mature and immature summarisers.

4. Conclusions

From its early beginnings automatic evaluation of summaries written by students is an open issue in the area of Computer Supported Learning Systems. Nowadays, and due mainly to advances produced in the area of NLP techniques and cognitive modelling, it is possible to face this difficult task. LEA is an automatic summary evaluation grading environment developed with the aim of automatically grading students’ summaries. Among other relevant variables LEA considers summary related discourse measuring variables such as adequacy, coherence, cohesion, and comprehension. The concrete goal of the study presented along this paper has been the treatment of *use of language*, with a twofold goal: to find the best currently available method for *use of language* grading of learner summaries written in Basque on one hand, and to test the efficiency of the method on the other. First, a *use of language* grading model has been obtained; regression modelling showed that *lexical error tagging* and *excessive use of commas* measures best predict human grading. The model disambiguated more than half of the total ambiguity resolved by human graders and gains a large effect size. In addition, an experiment has been carried out to test the accuracy of the method. In future work, authors expect to increase the proportion of disambiguation including further grammar error diagnosis as part of the model.
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